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Havana Tradition Platform Pipe Production and Disposition: Implications for
Interpreting Regional Variation in Midwestern Hopewell Ceremonialism

Kenneth B. Farnsworth, Thomas E. Emerson , and Randall E. Hughes

This study documents the contexts of platformpipe creation, distribution, anddisposition at IllinoisHavanaHopewell Tradition (50
BCtoAD200–250) sites to identify regional variation inHopewell ceremonialismandexchange.Weobserve that the largedeposits
of stonepipes buriedduringcommunal rituals in theSciotoValleyand the continued influenceof theHopewell Sphereof Interaction
have skewed archaeological interpretation. Aside from the several large deposits, pipes are limited in the Scioto Tradition and sel-
dom found in habitationareas. In Illinois, pipe fabricationdebris commonlyoccurs inhabitation areas alongwith numerous exam-
ples of pipe repair and maintenance. Local pipestones—often from northern Illinois Sterling deposits—predominate, and exotic
importedpipestonesareunusual.Pipesare rare inclusionswith individualburialsas indicatorsof status, spiritualprowess, achieve-
ment, or groupmembership. The high value placed on pipes as communal sacra in Ohio and their value in Illinois as items of per-
sonal influenceparallels theircommonoccurrence in Illinoisand theiruniquecontext inOhioHopewell.This studyof thecontextsof
pipe manufacture and deposition reinforces current discussions of such artifact assemblages as important in documenting local
variations in political, social, and religious mortuary ceremonialism across the “Hopewellian sphere.”
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Este estudio documenta el contexto de la creación, distribución y disposición final de tuberías de plataforma en los sitios
arqueológicos de la Tradición Hopewell de La Habana de Illinois (50 aC a 200-250 dC) como un paso para revelar la varia-
ción regional en el ceremonialismo, el intercambio y la artesanía de Hopewell. Observamos que los depósitos inusualmente
grandes de pipas de piedra exóticas enterradas durante los rituales comunales en el Valle de Scioto y la influencia continua de
la Esfera de Interacción de Hopewell han sesgado las interpretaciones arqueológicas de estos objetos. Aparte de los varios
depósitos grandes, estas tuberías son limitadas en Ohio y rara vez se encuentran en las áreas de habitación de la Tradición
Scioto. En Illinois, los escombros y fragmentos de la fabricación de tuberías ocurren comúnmente en áreas habitadas junto con
numerosos ejemplos de reparación y mantenimiento de tuberías. Predominan las piedras para tuberías locales, a menudo de
depósitos de piedra para tuberías Sterling del norte de Illinois, y las piedras para tuberías importadas exóticas son inusuales.
Las pipas son inclusiones raras con entierros individuales, presumiblemente como indicadores de estatus, destreza espiritual,
logros o pertenencia a un grupo. El alto valor otorgado a las pipas como sacra común en Ohio y su valor en Illinois como
elementos de influencia personal es paralelo a su ocurrencia común en Illinois y su contexto más singular en Ohio Hopewell.
Este estudio del contexto de la fabricación y deposición de pipas refuerza las discusiones actuales de tales ensamblajes de
artefactos como importantes para documentar las variaciones locales en el ceremonialismo mortuorio político, social y reli-
gioso a través de la “esfera Hopewelliana”.

Palabras clave: ceremonialismo Hopewell, tuberías de plataforma, tradición de La Habana, abastecimiento de pipestone,
localización Hopewell
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From the onset of antiquarian endeavors in
America, practitioners, lacking chrono-
logical and often contextual controls,

sought to define patterned human behavior man-
ifested within the material assemblages, mortu-
ary remains, and monumental constructions
they encountered. The nineteenth-century Euro-
American observation of the expansive Ohio
earthworks, with their artistic and exotic con-
tents, and the recognition that similar artifacts
and patterns of behavior seemed to be spread
across the eastern United States challenged inter-
pretation on many fronts (e.g., Abrams 2009;
Byers 2015; Carr 2005a:576–577; Squier and
Davis 1848). Some interpreters, steeped in con-
cepts of progressive culture change and employ-
ing a “direct historical approach,” failed to link
the Native people with their history and promul-
gated the so-called Moundbuilder myth (e.g.,
Byers 2015:12–15; Silverberg 1968).

Subsequent investigators understood the
Hopewell phenomena as a development of
Native societies, but they often continued to
treat the observed material culture and implicit
behavior as generated by a single interregional
cultural system (see discussions in Applegate
2005; Byers 2015; Carr 2005b; Carr and Case
2005; Henry and Miller 2020). From such foun-
dations emerged Joseph Caldwell’s (1964)
widely known Hopewell Interaction Sphere
(HIS), consisting of a widespread series of
regional traditions that shared iconographic,
religious, and mortuary practices and behaviors.

Although widely discarded, we observe that
there continues to be an innate tendency in
some studies to incorporate earlier Ohio-centric
and HIS perspectives into interpretations of
regional Hopewell ceremonialism and inter-
action. As researchers tack between the local
and the universal, they often create a continuing
challenge to understanding Hopewell by persist-
ing in seeking the transformation of local events
through universal explanations. We conclude (as
have others before us) that interpreting the
Havana Tradition predominantly within the con-
text of a Hopewellian Ohio-centric interaction
sphere has hindered our understanding of its
unique local social, religious, and political devel-
opment, which occurs quite outside the Ohio
Hopewell sphere of influence.

Recognizing Variance

Many researchers in the last few decades have
rejected monolithic models of universal interre-
gional causation that were embedded in the
HIS as they increasingly explored the crucial
nature of local and intraregional Middle Wood-
land ceremonial interactions and variation (e.g.,
Carr and Case, ed. 2005; Case and Carr, ed.
2008; Charles and Buikstra, eds. 2006; Henry
and Miller 2020; Redmond et al. 2019, 2020;
Seeman 2020; Wright 2020; but see Byers
20151). They emphasize the innovative power
of people’s actions within their local sociocul-
tural context and often employ post-processual
metaphors involving concepts of bundling,
assemblages, and situations as descriptors (e.g.,
Henry and Miller 2020), and they conceptualize
the regional and local effects of Hopewell
through models of hybridity, creolization, or glo-
calization (e.g., Wright 2020). Rather than
emphasizing an interregional landscape, scholars
have deconstructed the HIS into (a) its expressions
in rawmaterials, artifact styles, and mortuary, reli-
gious, and cultural practices; (b) its unique geo-
graphic manifestations; and (c) the cultural
mechanisms that enacted the movement of objects
(after Carr 2005a:575–623). It is now understood
that, in fact, there are many instances of localized
Hopewell ceremonialism, each sharing some
broaderHopewellian aspects, but each also locally
unique with its own developmental history.

Integral to these efforts has been the swing of
archaeological concern from discerning broad
cultural patterns to the recognition of the impor-
tance of local variance. This shift paralleled the
demise of the HIS and moves the focus to inves-
tigating expressions of localized Hopewell-era
events across the Eastern Woodlands. This shift
has produced a wide array of new theoretical
insights, which variously distinguish perspec-
tives characterized in idioms such as events, bun-
dles, entanglements, assemblages, or situations.
Although semantically contrasted by their propo-
nents, all of these variants seek to perceive the
multiscalar effects of human actions, materials,
and otherworldly beings as expressed in materi-
als at the microscale. Assemblages—a concept
with multiple, deep roots in archaeology—are
reconceived to emphasize their transitory and
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fluid contents as well as their potential for creat-
ing multiple outcomes. Assemblages and the
situations inwhich they aremanifest seem particu-
larly applicable for examining the wide-ranging
variations and impacts ofHopewell ceremonialism
(e.g., see Henry and Miller, ed. 2020). Perhaps
these concepts are most succinctly summarized
by Henry and Miller (2020:197), who regard
“MiddleWoodland situations as away to conceive
of, andexplore, thematerialmanifestationsof insti-
tutional interactions reflecting different assem-
blages of actors, ideas, and experiences at various
times and places.”Although only briefly touching
on this in this article,we suggest that, conceptually,
assemblages and situations provide an interesting
and fruitfulway forward in examining the apparent
different implications and effects of platformpipes
in Illinois versus Ohio ceremonialism. Conse-
quently, in this discussion, we detail the local (Illi-
noisHavana)“situation”—to thegeneralexclusion
of interregional patterns, interpretations, or com-
parisons—through the observable contextual
assemblage variance employed by Illinois Havana
Hopewell people in the manufacture, use, and
deposition of platform pipes.

Hopewell Platform Pipe Research

To illustrate this approach, we have assembled the
baseline data related to the manufacture, raw
materials, distribution, contexts, and utilization
of platform pipes during theHopewell expression
of the local Illinois Havana Tradition (e.g., Farns-
worth et al. 2013). To perform this research, we
depended primarily on objects from legacy collec-
tions curated by historical societies, museums, and
universities. These pipes have a documentary trail,
and they were recovered during institutionally
sponsored excavations. In a few instances (less
than 5%), we included pipes recovered by land-
owners during agricultural or mound-leveling
activities for which we had secure documentation
of context. The insistence on historical documen-
tary evidence is essential to such research given
that Hopewell pipes are highly valued and have a
long history of being forged, and that many of
these forgeries have been accessioned into institu-
tional collections. Additionally, in this published
research, we have avoided identifying individual
pipes, except those that we have illustrated that

were already well known in the literature. (For a
detailed discussion of the challenges of working
with legacy collections, see Supplemental Text 1.)

This study of Hopewell pipes is an integral
aspect of our broader long-term geologic sourc-
ing research investigating Native use of midcon-
tinental pipestone quarries to identify the sources
of Hopewellian stone platform pipes from sites in
the Great Lakes Riverine area (e.g., Supplemen-
tal Text 2; Emerson et al. 2005, 2013, 2021;
Hughes et al. 1998; Wisseman et al. 2012;
Figure 1). We seek to (a) identify the mineral-
ogical signatures of the raw materials used, (b)
tie those to geological source areas to examine
Woodland regional Native interaction around
200 BC–AD 400 (c) record details of prehistoric
pipe manufacturing, and (d) gather data on vari-
ation in pipe styles and context both regionally
and over time.

Havana Hopewell

By themid-twentieth century, regional researchers
had recognized the presence of a distinct Middle
Woodland burial and cultural complex in western
Illinois that they labeled the Havana Tradition
(Asch et al. 1979; Deuel 1952; Griffin 1967; Stru-
ever 1964, 1968). In this study, we concentrate on
the spatial and chronological core of the Havana
Hopewell Tradition in the central (Fulton-Ogden
phase) and lower (Mound House phase) Illinois
River valley and the adjacent American Bottom
(Holding phase; Asch et al. 1979; Charles and
Buikstra 2002; Charles et al. 1988; Farnsworth
2004; Farnsworth and Asch 1986; Fortier 2006;
Fortier et al. 1989; Griffin 1967; Ruby et al.
2005) between cal 50 BC and cal AD 200–250,
marking the Tradition’smost significant Hopewell
expression. Geographically, we concentrate on a
nearly continuous 430 km linear strip of river bot-
tom and bluff topography from the Great Bend of
the Illinois River to its junction with the Missis-
sippi River at the northern end of the American
Bottom at Alton, Illinois, and then south along its
western shore to the Monroe County line. We
also examine important Hopewell site clusters in
the Quad Cities, Illinois, area and in Iowa across
from the Mississippi–Rock River confluence.
These landscapes are rich in bottomland riverine
environments, backwater lakes, and swamps with
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abundant aquatic, mammalian, and waterfowl
resources aswell as fertile fields for Early Agricul-
tural Complex farmers, hunters, and gatherers.

Havana Hopewell Platform Pipes

Smoking pipes are one of the emblematic mark-
ers of the Hopewell phenomena. Since their first

antiquarian discovery in 1846 in a large deposit
at the Mound City site near Chillicothe, Ohio
(Squier and Davis 1848; also Mills 1922), and
later at Tremper Mound near the mouth of the
Scioto River (Mills 1916), these small,
artistically crafted objects have been central to
scholars’ interpretations of Ohio Hopewell’s

Figure 1. Illinois regional platform-pipe distributions by county, high-density areas of documented pipes from habita-
tion and mortuary sites, archaeological sites and locales highlighted in the text, and the Sterling pipestone source area
(map courtesy of Kjersti Emerson).
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dominating position in the HIS (e.g., Seeman
1977, 1979; Struever and Houart 1972). Most
Hopewell pipes were presumed to have been
manufactured from local Feurt Hill Ohio pipe-
stone deposits adjacent to Tremper Mound for
distribution and exchange across the HIS (e.g.,
Mills 1916). Our geologic sourcing of the pipe-
stone used in pipes in the Ohio heartland, how-
ever, demonstrated that the pipes in such Early
Hopewell deposits as Tremper Mound were
dominated by Sterling pipestone from northern
Illinois, catlinite from the Minnesota quarries,
and local Ohio claystone and limestone, with
only a small percentage (∼6%) of the pipes
made from Feurt Hill pipestone (Emerson et al.
2005, 2013). Later Mound City Ohio pipe depos-
its were dominated by local pipestones, and
exotic Illinois and Minnesota pipestones were
absent (Emerson et al. 2013). Having demon-
strated that early Ohio Hopewell people’s focus
included the importation of nonlocal pipes from
western quarries, we expanded our research to
examine pipestone sources employed in pipe
manufacture in the other proposed center of
Hopewell interaction—the Havana Hopewell
Tradition centered on the Illinois River valley
(Farnsworth et al. 2004, 2013; Hughes et al.
1998; Supplemental Text 2).

Havana Tradition Pipe Development

We have published a detailed analysis of initial
Havana and terminal Havana Tradition pipe
manufacture and context in Illinois (Farnsworth
et al. 2016; Koldehoff and Farnsworth 2018).
The precursors of classic Havana Hopewell–era
platform pipes (∼50 BC to AD 200–250) can
be shown to have emerged from Late Archaic /
Early Woodland tube pipes that were modified
into transitional split-stem tube forms at the
Early Woodland to Middle Woodland boundary
(cal 250–150 BC; Koldehoff and Farnsworth
2018:Figure 1.7; Figure 2). The Initial Havana
Tradition Middle Woodland (cal ∼200–50 BC)
pipes continue the split-base form, but the
bases are now flattened into a broader V-base
with a plain bowl (with rare examples of effigy
bowls; Koldehoff and Farnsworth 2018:
Figure 1.9). This form is generally confined to
Illinois, and it has been most often recovered
from mortuary contexts. It is at this point that

Illinois Sterling pipestone becomes a prominent
material employed in pipe manufacture.

The classic Havana Hopewell plain and effigy
platform-pipe forms that are the subject of this
article emerge about cal 50 BC and continue to
cal AD 250–300 (see examples, Figure 3).
Post–Havana Hopewell platform-pipe manufac-
ture continued using Sterling pipestone into the
Late Woodland period (cal AD 500–700),
although in decreasing amounts (Figure 4). Farns-
worth and colleagues (2016:Figures 1, 5, and 6)
identified several terminal and post–Havana
Hopewell pipe styles in Illinois. These include
the Hopewell-17 style (Seeman 1977) pipes dat-
ing from the end of the Havana Hopewell era to
the early Late Woodland transition at about cal
AD 300–400. The subsequent early Late Wood-
land Weaver phase sees a shift to flared bowl,
flat-based “Cinnamon” style pipes, along with a
possible companion variant “Baraboo” style and

Figure 2. Illinois platform-pipe styles presented by
chronological position: (a) Archaic–Early Woodland
tube pipes (∼1500–600 BC); (b–c) Sister Creek Split
stem pipes (∼500–200 BC); (d–e) Ogden-Fettie V-base
pipes (∼200–50 BC) (not to scale; photographs courtesy
of Kenneth Farnsworth). (Color online)
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a shouldered “Nutwood” style form. The distribu-
tion, contexts, and dating of these later Woodland
pipe styles is incompletely understood. Farns-
worth et alia (2016), however, remark on the sig-
nificant decrease in the use of Sterling pipestone
for pipe manufacture in the Late Woodland
period.

Middle Woodland Use of Sterling Pipestone

The principal Sterling pipestone exploitation
area on the lower Rock River has a long history
of pipestone artifact manufacture and use that
dates from the Middle Archaic to the historic pe-
riod (Farnsworth 2020; Farnsworth and Hedman

2020; Farnsworth et al. 2004:186–189, 2016;
Hughes et al. 1998). Only during Middle Wood-
land times, however, does this local industry
expand beyond the northwestern Illinois area to
include most of Illinois and parts of Iowa, Indi-
ana, and Ohio. Our research and that of collea-
gues have documented intense Middle
Woodland Sterling pipestone exploitation for
artifact manufacture in the Sterling source area
and along the lower Rock River drainage (Farns-
worth 2020; Farnsworth et al. 2004:186–189).
Hundreds of Sterling pipestone cobbles, chunks,
and flakes of manufacturing debris in excava-
tions and local private collections have been
documented from the Middle Woodland Proph-
eter and Gast Farms habitations, as well as the
Sinnissippi, Albany, and Toolesboro mound
sites. Additionally, 14 platform-pipe preforms

Figure 3. Examples of Sterling pipestone animal-effigy
and plain-bowl platform-pipe styles excavated from Illi-
nois HavanaHopewell mortuary sites: (a)Mississippi Val-
ley owl-effigy pipe from Ansell-Knight Mound #4,
Calhoun Co.; (b) Wabash Valley bear-effigy pipe from
Wilson Mound #6, White Co.; (c) otter-effigy pipe from
Wilson Mound #6, White Co.; (d) Illinois Valley
raven-effigy pipe from Gibson Mound #4, Calhoun Co.;
(e) Mississippi Valley plain-bowl pipe from Albany
Mound #20, Whiteside Co.; (f) Illinois Valley plain-bowl
pipe from Naples-Abbott “Ballard” Mound, Scott Co.;
(g) Illinois Valley plain-bowl pipe from Bedford Mound
#12, Pike Co.; (h) Illinois Valley plain-bowl pipe from
theOscarHoodMound, Schuyler Co. (not to scale; photo-
graphs courtesy of Kenneth Farnsworth). (Color online)

Figure 4. Illinois platform-pipe styles presented by
chronological position: Hopewell and Post-Hopewell
pipes; Elizabeth Mound Style (a–b), Brown County
Bowl style (c–d), aka Nutwood style; Ray Md. Style (e)
Clear Lake (f) and Prairie du Rocher (g), aka “Cinna-
mon” style; Gibbon, aka “Monitor” or “Hopewell Md.
17” styles (h–j) (Courtesy of the Illinois State Archaeo-
logical Survey; photographs courtesy of Kenneth Farns-
worth). (Color online)
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of Sterling pipestone have been collected at Mid-
dle Woodland sites, primarily clustered in the
source locales in the central Rock River Valley,
in the Albany earthwork center, and in Louisa
County, Iowa (Figures 1 and 5). An additional
eight preforms of local stones, indicating a
wider scope of raw material used in pipe manu-
facturing, have also been identified. Most of
these occur in habitation sites, but two were
found with burials.

These studies—along with largely unpublished
survey and excavation research by William Green,
Shannon Fie, Tom Wolforth, Jim Anderson,
Rochelle Lurie, and Gene Gray—have documen-
ted Native Sterling pipestone exploitation in the
source area and along the lower Rock River drain-
age. For instance, investigations at the Middle
Woodland Propheter site, near the confluence of
Elkhorn Creek and the Rock River, recovered

141 pieces of early stage Sterling pipestone manu-
facturing debris as well as a preform fragment and
part of a pipe bowl (Farnsworth 2020; Farnsworth
et al. 2004).

A significant Havana Hopewell mound and
village site is located on the bluffs and floodplain
of the Rock River on the southeast edge of Ster-
ling, Illinois. The Sinnissippi site contained
approximately 20 mounds and a possible earth-
work that were explored in a number of antiquar-
ian excavations. In the 1930s, the site was
recorded by the nascent University of Chicago
Anthropology program, and later test excava-
tions were conducted in the habitation area by
Elaine Bluhm, Illinois Archaeological Survey
(Bluhm et al. 1961, summarized in Farnsworth
2020). No pipes or preforms were reported
from the mounds or the habitation areas. Avoca-
tional collecting activities at the Sinnissippi site
and adjacent areas, however, produced numerous
pipestone artifact fragments and unmodified
chunks and cobbles of quarried Sterling pipe-
stone raw material (Farnsworth 2020).

Additionally, we have studied an excavated
private collection from a habitation area adjacent
to the Albany mounds site, a sprawling Middle
Woodland ritual center that includes more than
80 burial mounds, located in the Mississippi Val-
ley about 50 km upstream from the Rock River–
Mississippi confluence and 45 km directly over-
land west of the Sterling area (Figure 1). These
collections included several fragmentary pipe-
stone artifacts and a substantial assemblage of
chunks and flakes of pipestone manufacturing
debris. Bluhm Herold (1971) assembled and
evaluated the information from extensive anti-
quarian investigations of two dozen mounds at
Albany by members of the Davenport Academy
and Museum. Most notable is the absence of
Hopewell ritual artifacts. Only a single plain plat-
form pipe was found in a mortuary context, de-
spite the presence of Sterling pipestone debris
and pipe fragments in the village midden
(Bluhm Herold 1971; Farnsworth et al. 2004).
This pattern of few grave inclusions closely
resembles that at the Sinnissippi site.

Across the Mississippi River, however, is a
cluster of Havana Tradition sites located in Lou-
isa County, Iowa, just 34 km south of the mouth
of the Rock River, with substantial evidence of

Figure 5. Examples of Sterling pipestone platform-pipe
preforms recovered from Illinois Middle Woodland habi-
tation sites: (a) Illinois Valley Ogden-Fettie site, Fulton
Co.; (b) Rock River Valley Sterling area (vicinity of
Propheter site) private-collection preform, Whiteside
Co.; (c, d, h) Rock River Bluff workshop, E. Moline,
Rock Island Co.; (e) Rock River Valley Hokinson site,
Henry Co.; (f) Mississippi Valley Albany site south habita-
tion area,Whiteside Co.; and (g)Mississippi Valley preform
from Sconce-Shudel site, Calhoun Co. (not to scale; photo-
graphs courtesy of Kenneth Farnsworth). (Color online)
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pipe manufacturing. These sites include the
impressive Hopewell-era Toolesboro complex
(Alex et al. 2019) and the nearby Gast Farm
site (Green 2018; Whittaker and Green 2010).
Nineteenth-century antiquarian excavations at
Toolesboro recorded at least 20 mounds and a
geometric earthwork. These mounds yielded a
moderate array of typical Hopewell-era artifacts,
including obsidian, various copper forms, mica,
pearls, marine shell cups and beads, ceramics,
and lithics. Significantly, at least eight platform
pipes were recovered, including both effigy
(birds and mammals) and plain-bowl forms
(Hopewell-17 style), as well as a limestone pipe
preform (Alex et al. 2019:51–53, 58 and Figures
35–45, 66). Because lithic debris was not col-
lected in these early investigations, it is not pos-
sible to determine if, or at what level, pipe
manufacture was performed.

By contrast, there is ample evidence of manu-
facturing employing Sterling pipestone at the
nearby Gast Farm site. Modern excavations at
the Havana Hopewell–era habitation component
found that it contains abundant pipestone debitage
as well as preforms and unfinished and broken
pipes (William Green, personal communication
2020). Ongoing analysis by Shannon Fie (per-
sonal communication 2020) revealed over 600
Sterling pipestone fragments, including three fin-
ished plain-bowl pipes, a plain-bowl pipe preform,
and multiple pieces of worked/drilled pipestone.
The assemblage comes from a small sample of
excavated features and from surface collections,
which led the excavator, William Green (personal
communication 2020), to estimate that there may
be thousands of Sterling pipestone fragments on
the site.

The evidence for the collection of Sterling
pipestone as well as the crafting of Sterling pipe-
stone pipes in the lower Rock River and adjacent
mound/earthwork sites along the Mississippi
River valley (Albany-Gast Farm-Toolesboro) is
substantive in terms of Sterling pipestone chip-
ping debris, worked fragments, preforms, and
broken pipes. Moreover, the Illinois Havana
Hopewell habitation sites show that finished
pipes are treasured and curated by thosewho pos-
sess them, as evidenced by pipe wear, repair, and
modification for continued use when damaged
(Figure 6). Given the widespread presence of

pipe-making debris, however, there is no clear
evidence at Illinois Middle Woodland sites for
the practice of restricted ritualized or specialized
crafting (sensu Everhard and Ruby 2020). At the
same time, we recognize that pipes manufactured
of Sterling pipestone are present in the early
Tremper Mound caches in Ohio (Emerson et al.
2013).2 The mechanism employed to facilitate
this movement of a significant number of pipes
from Illinois to Ohio is unclear. The widespread
occurrence of pipestone debris in Illinois sites
indicates that many residents had access to the
raw materials, although the artistic uniformity
of some pipes suggests that only a few crafts-
people carved many of the high-quality pipes.
A detailed study linking raw materials to stylistic
variation is clearly warranted.

Pipe Distribution and Contexts

In our Illinois regional study area—which
includes all 102 Illinois counties, four eastern
Iowa counties (Scott, Louisa, Muscatine, Des
Moines), and two southwestern Indiana counties
(Posey, Knox)—we documented 423 complete
and fragmentary platform pipes and pipe preforms
from 200 discrete archaeological sites (185 sites in
Illinois, 11 in Iowa, and four in Indiana) with rea-
sonably secure historical and/or archaeological
context.3 Examining the history of Illinois-area
platform pipe use during the entire range of the
Middle Woodland reveals patterns that provide
insight into the role of the pipes among the
area’s populations. The depositional contexts of
intact and fragmentary pipes are evenly distribu-
ted between 96 habitation middens (49%) and
104 earthwork mortuaries (52%) but, numeri-
cally, slightly more intact specimens (n = 195,
64%) are recovered from a mortuary setting
(Table 1). Effigy pipes represent only about 22%
(66 of 305) of all intact pipes documented and,
as might be expected, most effigies (n = 49 of 66
total, 74%) were recovered from a mortuary con-
text. A total of 21 ceramic pipes (four effigy and
17 plain-bowl pipes) are omitted from this study.
Eleven were from mortuary contexts.

Raw Materials in Pipes

In this discussion, we concentrate on the 169
Havana Hopewell–era pipes (151 in Illinois,
and 18 in Iowa and Indiana) that we were able
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to access for Portable Infrared Mineral Analyzer
(PIMA) analysis (Table 2). This sample of
approximately 40% of pipes in current collec-
tions and those known only from historical

documents, pipe fragments, and preforms from
the Illinois region included 104 plain platform
pipes, 38 effigies, 3 preforms, and 24 fragments;
155 of the 169 analyzed pipes could be identified

Figure 6. Examples of damaged and repaired platform pipes from Illinois Middle Woodland habitation sites: (a) Hall
Creek site surface (Knox Co.) pipe, with both front and rear platforms broken off and ground smooth at the breaks for
continued use; (b) Apple Creek site (Greene Co.), Feature 179 and surface fragments drilled and re-laced together to
restore rear platform; front platform also partly broken away, shortened, and ground smooth; (c) Simpson #1 site sur-
face (Randolph Co.), with both front and rear platforms broken away; front and rear platforms drilled and re-laced
together; rear platform lacing failed, and it was then shortened and ground smooth; (d) Meredosia site (Morgan
Co.), disturbed surface, with rear platform of pipe broken off and ground smooth at the break for continued use; (e)
Peisker site excavations (TS 934-01; Calhoun Co.), with front platform break drilled and pegged around stem hole
to reattach platform; (f) Crane site (Greene Co.) surface, with front platform partly broken away and reground smooth;
(g) Swartz site excavations (TS 6; Pike Co.), with front platform broken away and drilled and pegged around stem hole
to reattach platform (not to scale; photographs courtesy of Kenneth Farnsworth). (Color online)

Table 1. Stone Platform-Pipe Distribution Total in the Illinois Study Area.

Effigy Plain Bowl
Total Intact

Pipes Fragments Preforms

Total Pipes,
Fragments,
Preforms

#
Sites

Intact Pipes
per Site

Habitations 17 (15%) 93 (85%) 110 96 20 226 96 1.14
Mortuary 49 (25%) 146 (75%) 195 0 2 197 104 1.88
Total Examined 66 (22%) 239 (78%) 305 96 22 423 200 1.52
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as to geological source. This analysis indicated
that 55% (n = 86) of the pipes with an identified
raw material are made of Sterling pipestone,
whereas 34% (n = 52) were made from a variety
of local limestones, claystones, dolomites, and
shales. We have identified, however, examples
of imported exotic materials used to make plat-
form pipes found in Illinois. Catlinite was pre-
dominant among imports although it was still
only represented by seven pipes (5%). Other
rare materials are represented in 6% (n = 10) of
the pipes, and they include serpentine, Wyan-
dotte Cave aragonite, black chlorite, and steatite.

Clearly, Illinois Havana Hopewell groups
employed limited effort in seeking out and
acquiring distant nonlocal pipestones. There
seems to have been no special preference for
Sterling or exotic pipestones in the crafting of
effigy pipes. Of the 36 effigies pipes for which
a geological source could be determined, 42%
were made of Sterling, 39% were of one of the
local sedimentary stones (limestone, shale, silt-
stone, etc.), 5% were imported catlinite, and
14% were crafted from other exotic material
(Table 2). The use of materials for effigy pipes
somewhat mirrors the proportions of those pipe-
stones used for the manufacture of pipes as a
whole. Within the study area, effigies are 22%
of the total assemblage, but they are slightly
more common in individual mortuary contexts
(15% of pipes in habitation deposits and 25%
of pipes as grave inclusions; Table 1).

Sterling pipestone objects are not equally dis-
tributed across the 108 counties that we include
in our Illinois region: Sterling pipestone is pres-
ent in 26 Illinois, three Iowa, and one Indiana
counties (Table 3). As we might expect, they

are found in the greatest numbers closest to the
source quarries, with one-third of all recorded
Sterling pipestone pipes found at lower Rock
River-Sterling-Albany-Gast Farms-Toolesboro
locations (nine counties), and a little over one-
half of them in the adjacent central and lower Illi-
nois River and adjacent Mississippi River valley
sites (11 counties; Figure 1; Table 3). Three lo-
calized county clusters of Sterling pipestone
pipes are known within these two regions:
Whiteside (9), Fulton (12), and Pike (10). Sites
in these three counties account for 36% of Ster-
ling pipestone pipes in Havana Hopewell. Out-
side of these areas (with the exception of
Tremper Mound, Ohio), the only other cluster
of Sterling pipestone pipes (nine) is from the
locality (six counties) at the lower Wabash–
Ohio River confluence region. The almost total
lack of Sterling pipestone (two specimens) at
the major Crab Orchard Tradition Twenhafel
site in Jackson County is worth noting.

Intramound Contexts of Illinois Platform Pipes

In the heyday of Sterling pipestone use in Illinois
Havana Hopewell, the number and sizes of docu-
mented Middle Woodland habitation sites and
mound groups suggest that by far the greatest
Middle Woodland population densities were con-
centrated in the central and lower Illinois Valley
drainage. The nine adjacent counties in the Illinois
and Mississippi River confluence area of west-
central Illinois are the location of fully half of the
185 habitation and mortuary sites with pipes we
have identified within Illinois (Figure 1).

We have identified 310 intact pipes from 42
Illinois counties, 29 from four Iowa counties,
and two from a single Indiana county
(Table 3), and we are confident of their proveni-
ence to the county level. Of these counties, 12
account for approximately 70% of the recovered
pipes, with specific county pipe totals ranging
from 11 to 45. As was the case of the Sterling
pipestone distribution, the highest number of
pipes occurs in a few restricted localities such
as Pike (45), Fulton (23), Calhoun (42), and the
Iowa cluster of Scott and Louisa (29) counties.
Even more impressive is the clustering of 55% of
all Havana Hopewell pipes in the dozen or so
counties of the central and lower Illinois River val-
ley and the heavy density of pipes in the Quad City

Table 2. Illinois Region Platform Pipes RawMaterial Sample
Identified by PIMA Analysis.

Raw Material Effigy Forms Total Pipes

Sterling 15 (42%) 86 (55%)
Local Sedimentary 14 (39%) 52 (34%)
Catlinite 2 (5%) 7 (5%)
Exotics 5 (14%) 10 (6%)
No ID (8% of total) 2a 14a

Totala 38 (100%) 155 (100%)

a Totals do not include pipes whose geological material was
unidentifiable, usually because the mineralogical signature
had been destroyed by heating.
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locality (14%). Once we move outside of these
high-density clusters, pipes drop off quickly to
just a few per county (Figure 1; Table 3).

These high-density clusters of Hopewell
mounds and habitations in northwestern and
west-central Illinois provide important evidence
on the contexts of pipes in Havana Tradition
mortuary ritual. In general, they reveal a pattern
of one to three platform pipes in graves contain-
ing the remains of individuals of mixed ages and
sexes. Pipes are rare grave inclusions, and they
are not the “norm” for most burials at regional
mortuary sites. A select sample from five well-
documented avocational and professional exca-
vations of Havana Hopewellian mound groups
located along the Illinois and Mississippi River
valleys in west-central Illinois demonstrates this
(Supplemental Text 3). It includes two floodplain
mound groups and three bluff crest mound
groups yielding 533 burials and 24 pipes. At
these five mortuary sites, the pipes were found
in individual graves or log-tomb structures asso-
ciated with adult burials. It should be noted that
Havana Hopewell burial programs were often
performed in stages during which the movement
of individuals from central tombs to peripheral
locations occurred (Brown 1981). Apparently,
therefore, these locations do not represent two
discrete populations.

This pattern can be further illustrated by
examining burials recorded by archaeologists at
Illinois-area mound groups with major Havana
Hopewellian components (Supplemental Text
4). The data include 987 Middle Woodland indi-
vidual burials excavated at 11 floodplain and
blufftop mound groups in the lower Illinois Val-
ley and adjacent Mississippi Valley region of

Table 3. Distribution of 341Hopewell Pipes by County, State,
and Sterling Pipestone.

State County

Sterling
Pipestone

(#)

Total
Hopewell
Pipes (#)

County
Percent of
Total
Pipesa

IL Adams 12 4%
Bond 1
Brown 4
Calhoun 3 42 12%
Carroll 1 2
Clay 1 3
Clinton 1
Franklin 1
Fulton 12 23 7%
Greene 5 15 4%
Hamilton 1
Hancock 3
Hardin 2 3
Henderson 1 1
Henry 3 5
Jackson 2 8
Jersey 1 11 3%
Jo Daviess 3
Knox 2 7
LaSalle 1 6
Logan 2 4
Macoupin 2
Madison 2 5
Mason 1
Mercer 1 3
Monroe 2
Morgan 2 5
Ogle 1
Peoria 5
Piatt 1
Pike 10 45 13%
Putnam 1
Randolph 5
Rock Island 13 4%
Saline 1 1
Schuyler 2 16 5%
Scott 3 13 4%
St. Clair 3
Tazewell 2 5
Wabash 2
White 2 9
Whiteside 9 12 4%
Will 3
Williamson 4
Illinois
Totals

73 310 60%

IA Des Moines 1
Louisa 3 17 5%
Muscatine 1 1
Scott 7 10 3%
Iowa
Totals

29 8%

Table 3. Continued.

State County

Sterling
Pipestone

(#)

Total
Hopewell
Pipes (#)

County
Percent of
Total
Pipesa

IN Posey 2 2
Indiana
Totals

2 2

TOTAL 75 341 68%

a Percentages given only for counties with high numbers of
pipes; percentage of total pipes is shown, demonstrating that
12 counties account for 68% of recovered pipes.
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west-central Illinois, where 29 platform pipes,
including nine effigy pipes and 20 plain-bowl
pipes, were found. Platform pipes were buried
as apparent personal possessions with only 20
of 987 individuals—just 2% of the Hopewellian
individuals in the sample.

Discussion

Illinois platform pipes are found across Havana
Hopewell Tradition sites largely as intact mortu-
ary objects associated with specific persons or
events, or as discarded broken pipes and frag-
ments in habitation midden debris. Pipes are
never found collected en masse and smashed in
large mortuary deposits or other contexts that
would suggest a large-scale communal ritual
deposition (e.g., as in some Ohio instances).

As we observe above, only 29 platform pipes
were recovered from nearly 1,000 burials in 11
floodplain and blufftop mound sites in west-
central Illinois. The largest single grouping of
pipes consisted of four, with one child/adult
burial. In only 2% of excavated Illinois Middle
Woodland burials were pipes present as apparent
personal possessions—or, perhaps, as symbols
of affiliation or accomplishment. In only two
instances (both involving effigy pipes) were
these burials of children. It is notable that—
here, at the source of Sterling pipestone—plat-
form pipes were seldom possessed by Havana
Hopewell Tradition individuals, suggesting that
their possession may have been closely regulated
by social and religious strictures that served to
constrain their distribution and possession to spe-
cific individuals as markers of prestige, status,
religious, or group membership. Examining the
patterns in Havana Hopewell platform-pipe
manufacturing and raw material use, maintenance
and curation, spatial distribution, disposition, and
context variously highlights, contradicts, corrobo-
rates, or complements some of the patterns of mor-
tuary practices and the distribution of powerful
objects that earlier Hopewell researchers have
observed.

In the Illinois area, imported exotic and catlin-
ite pipestones/pipes are seldom encountered
(11% total; Table 2). Havana Hopewell Tradition
people focused equally on local Sterling pipe-
stone and local varieties of siltstone, limestones,

and claystones. It is striking that no pipes made
of Feurt Hill Ohio pipestone4, and only a few
examples of catlinite (5%), have been recovered
in Illinois Havana Hopewell contexts, despite
early Ohio Hopewell people receiving large
numbers of Sterling pipestone pipes and red
Minnesota pipestone likely passing though or
by Illinois on its way to Ohio (Emerson et al.
2005, 2013). Obviously, terms such as “exotic”
and “nonlocal” are culturally relative. In the
case of early Hopewell Ohio societies (e.g.,
Tremper Mound), especially for pipes, the con-
cept of “exotic” may be linked to distance, so
that pipestones, obsidian, cherts, animal parts,
and metals from hundreds of kilometers away
had significant value—local, easily available
Feurt Hill pipestone or Portsmouth claystones
did not (Emerson et al. 2013; Seeman 2020; See-
man et al. 2019). Interestingly, this valuation
changed with time so that the somewhat later
ceremonial disposition of platform pipes in
Mound City was dominated by those made from
local pipestones. Conversely, Illinois Havana
Hopewell Tradition populations, when consider-
ing pipes, apparently did not perceive the distance
of origin as an object’s primary value. Therefore,
relatively “local” Sterling or sedimentary deposits
held more meaning than carveable stone that was
geographically more distant, or regional socio-
political relations were such that foreign pipe-
stones were unobtainable (e.g., Emerson and
Hughes 2000:Note 4; Seeman 1995).

It is intriguing that the largest and most heav-
ily constructed Hopewellian site complexes in
our Illinois study area (Toolesboro-Albany and
the lower Illinois River valley)—with their
impressive and sprawling built environments of
earthworks and associated burial mounds—are
located at the far northwestern riverine edge of
the Illinois Havana Hopewell country, at what
appear to have been the margins of this western
Hopewellian world. There are dramatic increases
in our documented pipe densities in the Quad
Cities area, including the Albany and Gast Farm-
Toolesboro site complexes in northwestern Illi-
nois, eastern Iowa on the western edge of the
Sterling pipestone source locale itself, and the
lower Illinois River valley, just to the south of
the Sterling deposits. It should also be noted
that these locales are on the doorstep of areas to
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the west that are known to have provided items
such as obsidian, catlinite, grizzly-bear teeth,
and Knife River flint.

What is challenging is determining how these
various ceremonial/ritual locales interact and
reflect the vast majority of Illinois Havana Hope-
well Tradition populations in the interior of the
state. Based on the available evidence, Havana
populations in the Illinois River corridor and
American Bottom represent seemingly localized
political-kin groups whose interaction was pri-
marily focused on the local ceremonial-ritual-
religious-political interactions as described by
Douglas Charles (1992, 1995, 2010, 2012;
Ruby et al. 2005; but see Byers [2015:286–
223] and Martin [2005:288–308] for a differing
perspective). Charles envisions the interactions
that might link residentially integrated, territori-
ally based communities as symbolic communities
that can be created through networks of shared
ideology, sodalities, kinship, trade, or other vari-
ables. The elements that create such a community
are likely to be fluid, intermeshed, entangled,
and, perhaps, sporadic and transitory.

The archaeological indications of such sym-
bolic communities might be reflected in the
movement of material symbolic objects along
the resultant social, political, and religious net-
works. The evidence certainly indicates the con-
tiguous distribution of linear, territorially based,
Hopewell-era communities in the Illinois and
adjacent Mississippi River valleys that would
encourage the development of shared ideological
beliefs in terms of mortuary practices and their
materialization. The distribution of platform
pipes within the valleys seems to indicate that
they served as markers of a shared communal
ideology—perhaps captured in their distinctive
styles andwidespread use of the equally distinctive
Sterling pipestone. Pipes appear to be powerful
artifacts associated with individual prominence
and affiliation. How that prominence was attained
is unclear—whether through religious, political,
kinship, or social achievement. However, their dis-
tribution also suggests, given the rare burial of
pipes with children, that such objects and their
associated power could be transferred in certain
unknown circumstances. Regardless, it is apparent
that access to stone platform pipes was restricted to
a limited portion of the population.

There is a rich anthropological literature,
much of it tied to North American Natives, that
documents human purpose and agency in a rit-
ual, religious, social, economic, and cultural con-
text that can be brought into play to model
Hopewell behavior. The crux of the problem is
explaining the materialization, emergence,
homogeneity, variance, and movement of Havana
Hopewell symbols. Carr’s (2005a:579–623)
encyclopedic compendium of ethnographically
known mechanisms for movement of objects
includes vision and power quests; pilgrimages to
places of power or ceremonial centers; travels by
healers, patients, or seekers to learn ceremonial
rites or gain esoteric knowledge; long-distance
trade; spirit adoptions; interregional marriages;
elite exchange of valuables; or elite-mediated
transference of religious cults and practices.

Although the specific mechanisms generating
the acquisition and deployment of platform pipes
within the contemporaneous Hopewell-era soci-
eties may be unclear, it does seem that how the
exotic (and local) platform pipes were employed
by the Ohio Hopewell societies had some signifi-
cantly different sociopolitical aspects than those
proposed for Havana Tradition society. This is
most dramatically illustrated in Ohio by the
final dispositions of some pipes as part of spec-
tacular, communal destructive events performed
as part of a complex sequence of mound cere-
monialism that is unmatched in the Havana Tra-
dition. Carr interprets (2008a:233–236, 278–
280; 2008b:308; also see Byers 2015:164–170)
such pipes as tied to shamanistic sodalities, and
their deposition as representing the termination
of a long-term ceremonial cycle. He proposes
that numerous sodalities, clans, and ceremonial
societies that were complementary in their social
roles and comparable in prestige—as well as
prominent individuals—interacted to enable the
existence, promotion, and continuance of Ohio
Hopewell’s elaborate and complex ceremonial
and religious infrastructure.5

Conclusion

The contexts of platform pipes in Illinois
Hopewell-era societies indicate that pipes were
generally held as objects linked to the personal
power or status of the few individuals who
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possessed them, given the widespread sacred
implications of tobacco as well as its potency in
ceremonial, spiritual, and political activities in
Native societies. Although Sterling pipestone
use becomes more common for Havana Hopewell
Tradition pipes, there seems to be no inherently
powerful or restrictive association with the stone
itself. This attitude may also be reflected in the
general absence of foreign exotic pipestone raw
materials, such as Feurt Hill pipestone or catlinite.

As the evidence from the artifact documenta-
tion and sourcing portion of this study converge,
strong patterns of Havana Tradition pipe deposi-
tion and raw-material use have become apparent.
These include the following:

• The classic Hopewell-era pipes discussed here
are part of a lengthy stylistic pipe development
that can be traced from Late Archaic / Early
Woodland through the early Late Woodland
periods. The Hopewellian platform-pipe style
in the Eastern Woodlands was likely first
developed in the Havana region. Although
Sterling pipestone was used in the lower
Rock River area of Illinois over the long term
from the Middle Archaic to the historic period,
the geographic expansion of its use only
occurred during the Middle Woodland period.

• Illinois Sterling pipestone deposits, not Ohio
Feurt Hill pipestone quarries, provided a major
raw material source for Havana Hopewell Tra-
dition platform pipes. More than 55% of the
analyzed Havana pipes and 40% of all analyzed
Havana effigy pipes from the Illinois region
were made of Sterling pipestone.

• The identification of multiple Illinois locations
where pipestone was crafted into pipes for
local, regional, and interregional distribution
suggests their crafting was not ritually or
socially restricted; however, the stylistic uni-
formity of some high-quality (effigy) pipes in
both Illinois and the Ohio Tremper Mound
deposit suggest that only a few people crafted
these examples.

• It provides overwhelming evidence for a pri-
marily western Illinois-centric manufacture,
distribution, use, and long-term curation of
platform pipes made from Sterling and other
local pipestones in Havana Hopewell Tradition
times, with about 90% of assayed pipes and

80% of all assayed effigy pipes having been
made of local stones (Sterling pipestone and
other local sedimentary stones).

• Platform pipes made of Sterling pipestone were,
through a currently unknown mechanism,
moved to Ohio in early Hopewell times, where
they were valued by the local societies and
where they dominated smoking-pipe use. Pipe-
stone exchange was not reciprocal, and platform
pipes made of Ohio Feurt Hill pipestone were
not moved from there to the Illinois Havana area.

• Havana Hopewell people placed little value on
obtaining and utilizing nonlocal, distant pipe-
stones for pipe manufacture, in contrast to
the procurement and use of other distant raw
materials to make ceremonial and social items.

• Finished pipes from Illinois habitation contexts
show—by their wear, repair, and modification
when damaged—that they were treasured.

• Platform pipes in Illinois were deposited
equally in habitation and mortuary contexts.

• An examination of pipe disposal practices at
Illinois-area habitation sites and mortuary
earthworks demonstrates that pipes are rare as
burial objects, limited to the inclusion of
pipes with a small number of individuals
(2%). They were therefore apparently personal
possessions or symbols of affiliation or accom-
plishment, and they never were decommis-
sioned in massive ceremonial deposits that
marked multicommunity ceremonies such as
those in the early Ohio Scioto Tradition.

• It is not unreasonable to assume—given the low
numbers of pipes in Illinois, their likely ritual
importance, and the tendency of these pipes to
accompany some individuals in death—that
they may have been linked in some instances
to the widespread practices of tobacco ritualism
but not common household rituals. These basic
facts also point to the practices of such spiritu-
alists as individualistic rather than those per-
formed as members of a sodality, such as
inferred for Scioto Hopewell societies.

• Individuals buried with platform pipes in the
Illinois Havana area were of mixed ages and
sexes.

• All told, archaeological evidence points to the
conclusion that interpreting the Havana Tra-
dition practices predominantly within the per-
spective of a Hopewellian Ohio–centric
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interaction sphere has hindered understanding
of the tradition’s unique local social, religious,
and political development, which occurs quite
outside an Ohio sphere of influence.

Ultimately, understanding the nature of what
it means to be Hopewell in the Eastern Wood-
lands will only be achieved by dissecting and
understanding the social, economic, religious,
and political parameters of local societies (see
Carr 2005a; Henry and Miller 2020; Wright
2020). We do not mean to imply that exotics
such as marine shell, obsidian, chert, copper,
mica, galena, and other high-value objects are
not present in Illinois Havana Hopewell.

Such exotics must be understood within the
local context.6 In some cases, for example,
Havana Tradition’s geographical proximity to
the sources of galena (Seeman 1979; Walthall
1981) and catlinite, or on the pathway for obsid-
ian, may have provided its peoples important
leverage in accessing other highly regarded
materials. It is apparent that the overemphasis
on the occasional movement of rare or exotic
objects can obscure the important questions of
the internal development of local Middle Wood-
land societies. In Illinois, studying these ques-
tions has been well underway for a half-century
through archaeological research that has broadly
sought to understand the integration of local sub-
sistence, settlement, and mortuary practices (e.g.,
research by David Asch, Nancy Asch, Douglas
Charles, Jane Buikstra, Andrew Fortier, and
others). The continuance of such deconstruction
studies are an important part of revealing the
variable impact of the Hopewellian phenomena
in the eastern United States.
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Notes

1. Martin Byers (2015:27–50) has laid out an intriguing
argument to reclaim and re-enliven the conceptual founda-
tions of Caldwell’s HIS by envisioning it as representing
interconnected world renewal and mourning ceremonies inte-
grated through communally heterarchically organized clans
and sodalities.

2. It should be noted that the 72 Sterling pipestone pipes
and pipes fragments recovered from the Ohio Tremper Mound
deposit (Emerson et al. 2013:Table 2) almost equal the total
number of similar Sterling pipestone specimens for the entire
Illinois region recorded in our available sample (n = 86).
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3. This analysis focuses on the mineralogy and distribu-
tion of Havana Hopewell platform pipes in Illinois and its
riverine borderlands. Locating, photographing, and mineral-
ogically analyzing archaeologically recovered Illinois-area
pipes and pipe fragments—and tracking down and document-
ing context for Illinois-area antiquarian pipe discoveries dat-
ing back as far as the 1840s—has been a time-consuming
process going back at least four decades. During the process
of locating specimens, Farnsworth discovered the added dis-
traction of weeding out more than 1,500 increasingly sophisti-
cated modern pipe forgeries—including many made by
artistically skilled carvers with access to the Ohio pipestone
quarries who employ ingenious raw-material coloration meth-
ods, heat-based aging techniques, and solution-chemistry-
based surface incrustation skills. Although fascinating and edu-
cational, these forgeries have hindered this study. Such skilled
forgeries present a significant challenge to researchers.

4. Farnsworth and colleagues (2016:333)mention a pos-
sible single example of a Feurt Hill pipestone effigy bird pipe
from an Illinois site. This cream-colored, red-speckled owl
effigy platform pipe is from an uncontrolled excavation of a
blufftop mound (Oscar Hood Mound) in Fulton County, Illi-
nois. This tentative identification was revisited by Dr. Randall
Hughes in 2020. Since then, he has carried out additional
analysis and examined a wider range of pipestone samples
from the involved quarries. Although the Oscar Hood pipe
spectra were still somewhat ambiguous, he determined the
best fit was with the Sterling pipestone source. It is clear
that the TremperMoundOhio recipients of Illinois pipes pref-
erentially sought Illinois Sterling pipe effigy forms (Emerson
et al. 2013:Table 2) but apparently did not reciprocate with
pipes ofOhio pipestones. This supports Seeman’s (2020:330–
331) observation that Ohio Hopewell practices focus primar-
ily on procurement rather than on exchange.

5. Evidence of such systematic corporate practices is
missing among the Illinois Havana Hopewell societies, at
least in regard to pipe dispositions. This does not imply, how-
ever, that Havana Hopewell pipes have no association with
otherworldly powers. The association of Hopewell pipes
(especially the effigy styles) with ritual and spiritual practices
has been proposed by Eastern Woodland scholars (e.g.,
Brown 1997, 2006; Romain 2009). The evidence for tobacco
shamanism in the region has been discussed in detail else-
where (Blanton 2015; Emerson 2003:135–138, 143–144)
and its practice by some spiritualists among the Havana
Hopewell groups seems possible. Such ritualists, however,
are manifested as individual practitioners, and consequently,
their roles in the local social infrastructures are socially and
politically very different from those in organized sodalities
referenced in Carr’s (2008a) discussions of Scioto Hopewell
shamanistic groups. Although spiritual power may be imbued
in some pipes, it is unlikely that it can serve as an explanation
for the presence and uses of all Havana Hopewell pipes.

6. Although pipes are confined to primarily single
occurrences, it is hard to ignore the communal/ceremonial
implications of the deposition of masses of gray chert ovate
disks at Neteler or Baehr mounds in the Illinois River valley
(e.g., Daniels and McElrath 2010; Morrow 1992).
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